
SPRWS Vehicle Accident Summary 2nd Quarter (April/May June) 2022 

 

 

SPRWSVA 2022-05 Distribution Division 04/28/2022 8:04 a.m.: Distribution crew van #519 was EB on 
Kellogg Avenue and was merging into the right turn lane for SB Wabash when vehicle #2 (Dodge Ram 
PU) began merging right at the same time on Kellogg from the left lane and cutoff vehicle #3 in the right 
lane, going in front of #3 and ran into the left side and left rear of #519, likely due to the driver of #2 not 
checking their blind spot prior to impact. Police attended the scene.  The SPRWS garage reviewed #519’s 
damage. Non-Preventable for SPRWS.  

SPRWSVA 2022-06 Distribution Division 05/05/2022 12:55 p.m.: Distribution PU Truck #561 was SB on 
Kennard and had entered intersection at Idaho when vehicle #2 heading EB on Idaho ran the stop sign at 
the posted speed limit and struck the right-side box of #561 (just behind the door), causing moderate 
damage to the box. Vehicle #2 deflected SB 90 degrees during impact. Both drivers were injured and 
both vehicles were damaged. The Garage sent #561 to the body shop. Non-Preventable for SPRWS. 

SPRWSVA 2022-07 Distribution 06/03/2022 7:25 a.m.: Distribution Laborer was driving SB on Jackson in 
a crew van and was crossing Arlington on a green light when Vehicle #2, that was stopped at their red 
light, drove through the red light and caused a side swipe accident as the crew van driver honked and 
moved left to avoid #2 and minimize the accident. There was minor right front damage to the SPRWS 
vehicle and front bumper damage to #2. SPPD attend the accident scene.    

SPRWSVA 2022-08 Distribution 06/29/2022 4:00 p.m.: Distribution laborer, driving SPRWS truck #529, 
was trying to back in and park his pickup/trailer and misjudged his spacing and scraped SPRWS truck 
#552 with the towed trailer.  No damage to the trailer and minor scratch to #552.  

 

 

 


